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Abstract

Classic mechanism design often assumes that a bidder’s action is restricted to report a type or a signal,

possibly untruthfully. In today’s digital economy, bidders are holding increasing amount of private

information about the auctioned items. And due to legal or ethical concerns, they would demand to reveal

partial but truthful information, as opposed to report untrue signal or misinformation. To accommodate

such bidder behaviors in auction design, we propose and study a novel mechanism design setup where

each bidder holds two kinds of information: (1) private value type, which can be misreported; (2) private

information variable, which the bidder may want to conceal or partially reveal, but importantly, not to

misreport. We refer to bidders with such behaviors as strategically reticent bidders. Among others, one

direct motivation of our model is the ad auction in which many ad platforms today elicit from each bidder

not only their private value per conversion but also their private information about Internet users (e.g.,

their conversion history) in order to improve the platform’s estimation of all bidders’ conversion rates.

We show that in this new setup, it is still possible to design mechanisms that are both Incentive and

Information Compatible (IIC). We develop two different black-box transformations, which convert any

mechanism M for classic bidders to a mechanism M′ for strategically reticent bidders, based on either

outcome of expectation or expectation of outcome, respectively. We identify properties of the original

mechanism M under which the transformation leads to IIC mechanisms M′. Interestingly, as corollaries

of these results, we show that running VCG with expected bidder values maximizes welfare whereas the

mechanism using expected outcome of Myerson’s auction maximizes revenue. Finally, we study how

regulation on the auctioneer’s usage of information may lead to more robust mechanisms.
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1 Introduction

In auctions with private values (independent or correlated), bidders are assumed to know their values about

the auctioned items. Therefore, conventionally, the mechanism designer will undertake a value elicitation

procedure, during which buyers are asked to report their value, often called the bid. In reality, however,

bidders have limited data or computation resources, and therefore are agnostic about or do not know their

true values beforehand; instead, each buyer can only observe some information1 that is correlated with

his2 true value. So in order to infer the true value of each bidder, the mechanism designer would have to

go through an information elicitation procedure, during which buyers are asked to report the information

variable they observed. The classic works have treated such information elicitation almost the same as value

elicitation, by assuming that the bidder will either truthfully report the type they observed or misreport any

other possible type in the support. While this is a valid assumption, we discuss below that there are many

situations that partial information revelation, as opposed to misreporting, can be the more realistic or more

beneficial action for the bidder.

• Compliance. Misreporting may cause legal concerns in practice. In the judiciary system of the United

States for example, it is known as perjury, classified as a felony, to intentionally telling an untruth in

a court. On the contrary, the right to remain silent is protected by laws, such as the well-known Fifth

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. So in these cases, a rational person would rather keep silent

strategically than lie for good, e.g., to only answer the questions recommended by his attorney. Now

in the classic auction setting of oil drilling rights: suppose the auction is hosted by the government,

each bidder’s submitted appraisal report is subject to a legal review by court, and therefore must be

truthful. Then, the only feasible strategic behavior for each bidder is to decide how much portion

of his truthful information to reveal. As the result, to forbid misreporting, the mechanism designer

should instead adopt the action space of possible partial revelations.

• Ethics. Sometimes while misreporting is legitimate, it could still violate the social norm and make

negative ethical impact on the society. This is particularly an issue in ad auctions online, a prominent

application of modern mechanism design. The information known to a bidder (i.e., an advertiser)

typically includes which Internet users browsed their websites, what items were added to their shop-

ping carts and who converted, etc. In such situations, misreporting these Internet activities in millions

rounds of auctions will cause a large amount of misinformation. Many benign advertisers would not

be willing to reveal such misinformation due to ethical concerns of their corporate credibility and

brand reputation. Therefore, misreporting the information may not appear as a practical behavior

assumption for bidders.

• Incentives. Taking a step back, even if misreporting information is a valid option for bidder, the

alternative of revealing partial yet true information about the observed information variable could be

a reasonable option for a bidder as well. In fact, the classic bidder behavior model of misreporting

signals cannot even capture the simple situation where the bidder chooses to reveal no information

about the information variable she observed. As we show in the following Example 1.1, from a

bidder’s perspective, the simple right of staying silent about his private information can be much

better than being forced to report a state, even he can misreport it.

Example 1.1 (The Soundness of Silence). Consider a single-item second-price auction with 3 bidders. Only

bidder 1 has a private state θ1, which is drawn uniformly at random from {0, 1}. Let v1(θ1) = 0.9, v2(θ1) =

1In interdependent value auctions, the bidder’s information is also called a signal. We will call it an information variable as we

will reserve the term “signal” for other use, specifically, as the carrier of partial information about the information variable.
2In this paper, we will use “she/her” for auctioneer, “he/his” for bidders by convention.
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θ1, v3(θ1) = 1 − θ1, so the values are indeed interdependent. Bidder 1 can observe the realized θ1 but all

other bidders and the auctioneer only know his prior distribution.

Suppose the auctioneer decides to run the standard second price auction. As the bidder 1 is forced to

report a state, his utility will be 0. This is because regardless of what state he reports, one of bidder 2 or 3

will have value 1, which is greater than his value 0.9.3 It is thus impossible for him to win the auction.

Now suppose the second-price auction is modified to allow an extra action for bidders – “silence”:

when a bidder choose to be silent, the auctioneer will use the expected bidder values based on her prior

knowledge to determine the winner and payment. In this case, if bidder 1 simply keeps silent, he will always

win and receive utility 0.4, because the values of bidder 2 and 3 are both estimated as 0.5.

Although partial revelation often appears to be the rational behavior, we acknowledge that, unlike the

classic bidder behavior model, in nature rarely is observed that bidders are allowed to remain silent and still

participate in the auction. We nevertheless believe that this is mostly due to the lack of data and computation

power, that are crucial to the accurate value estimation of those silent bidders. Fortunately, none of these

hurdles is a problem in this data-driven world. As a matter of fact, the conversion rate based auction (see

below for details) already allows the bidder to place the bid by revealing partial information: the bidder can

ambiguously report its targeted user’s attributes as unspecified or to be within a range; the auctioneer then

predicts the value of the bidder based on these revealed information. Indeed, such setting is just as natural

as nowadays on the Internet we take for granted the options to reveal ambiguous information, as well as the

predictive tools to utilize the partial knowledge.

To formalize our study, we abstract this alternative behavior model, where each bidder could not only

report untruthful information but also reveal truthful yet vague information at his best interest, as the strate-

gically reticent bidder4 behavior model. To characterize the partial information elicitation procedure, we

adopt the standard model of signaling schemes, which is commonly used in the rich literature of information

elicitation [40, 12, 3] and information design (a.k.a., persuasion) [24, 17, 18, 6]. That is, each bidder com-

mits to a signaling scheme, with which his realization of state is (possibly randomly) mapped to a signal.

Essentially, each signal is a piece of ambiguous information that indicates the posterior states distribution.

So conditioned on reported signals, the auctioneer can estimate the expected valuation of each bidder and ac-

cordingly decide the allocation and payment. Such partial information revelation behavior has been studied

in various literature of this field, e.g., to design the auctioneer’s signaling scheme to maximizes her revenue

[19], or the signaling scheme of information intermediary to achieve price discrimination [5, 2]. What is

surprising, however, is the lack of study on bidders’ partial revelation behavior; this is what we embark on

in this paper.

A real-world example: auction for display ads. Behind the multi-hundred-billion-dollar business of

Internet advertising are various auctioning mechanisms to decide which advertisers get to display their ads

for which online users, a.k.a., the ad auctions. In ad auctions for display ads (e.g., those on Youtube videos),

bidders bid for user impressions. In this situation, the auction relies on the estimation of conversion rate

(CVR), which captures the likelihood that the ad of an advertiser would be converted into the actual sales

or revenue. Given that the advertiser has a private type on his profit per conversion, the value is computed

as the product of CVR and the valuation. The mechanism then uses this value to decide the allocation

and payment rule. A common practice is to leverage the information that the ad platform has to estimate

the CVR. However, each advertiser may also have some partial information, possibly about the particular

purchase activities on this particular advertiser’s website, which will also be predictive for the CVR. In many

cases, the advertisers are unable to estimate their values from these information, or unwillingly to directly

3So here truthfulness remains a dominant strategy equilibrium that achieves maximum welfare through the standard second-

price auction in this example, while the Single Crossing Valuations is not satisfied for bidder 1.
4The term “strategic reticence” is coined by Chen et al. [13] to characterize trader’s information hiding behavior in prediction

market. Our paper adopt this term to portray the bidder’s partial revelation behavior.
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share their valuations (for the potential benefit of strategic reticence). Therefore, if the auctioneer could elicit

and aggregate information from all or most advertisers (certainly, under all regulation regarding privacy

protection and anonymization requirements), the accuracy of the value estimation may be substantially

improved, given that the advertisers’ information are often correlated. This has the potential to substantially

improve the social welfare and allocate the ads to those who benefit the most. This is one major motivation

of our study on this previously unexplored mechanism design problem.

Private Value Auctions. The most basic, and perhaps most studied, auction setting is the independent

private value (IPV) setup. In the celebrated second price auction mechanism [38], truthful bidder behav-

iors form a dominant-strategy equilibrium, thereby achieving the maximum welfare — the bidder with the

highest value receives item. In addition, Myerson’s optimal auction mechanism [31] introduces the notion

of virtual value and achieves another crucial objective of maximizing the auctioneer’s revenue. The private

(a.k.a. correlated) value auctions, relaxed the independence assumption about bidder values. It is known that

the second price auction mechanism can still achieve the maximum welfare in the private value setting, but

Myerson’s optimal auction mechanism does not work in general. The widely known results by McAfee and

Reny [29] is able to design the mechanism that extracts full surplus only under the interim IR constraint and

with full rank condition on the correlation. The auction setting studied in our paper also assumes the private

bidder value, and the bidders are additionally given the power to partially reveal part of their information.

1.1 Our Results and Contributions

The paper formalizes an auction model where the bidders could not only misreport but also partially reveal

different parts of their information for auctioneer’s estimation of their values. For the expanded action space

of each bidder, we accordingly adapt the solution concepts for the generalized truthful outcomes that all

bidders fully reveal and truthfully report their information.

While it is difficult to design tractable mechanisms specified for the entire simplex of bidder’s strategic

reticent behavior, we resort to the idea of ”Meta Mechanism” leverage classic results to our generalized

bidder behavior model. We target the two most common objectives, i.e., welfare maximization or revenue

maximization. For welfare maximization, we show that the Meta Mechanism simply using the outcome of

VCG auction with expected bidder value achieves maximum welfare. For revenue maximization, we show

that a different Meta Mechanism that takes the expectation of outcomes can be applied to generalize the

Myerson’s optimal auction to SR-Bidders. We also study an interesting setting that if the auctioneer and

bidders agrees upon certain information regulation for privacy protection, then it would restore the dominant

strategy equilibrium in the two mechanisms above while preserving the objective value.

1.2 Related Work

The information disclosure in auction has been studied from various perspectives. In particular, many re-

searches focus on the information revelation from the auctioneer side. Milgrom and Weber [30] lay down

the foundation and propose the well-known “Linkage Principle” that shows the expected revenue of an

auctioneer can be enhanced when bidders are provided with more information about the item for a better

estimate of their values. Nevertheless, it is later shown that such full transparency may not be optimal in the

more general settings, no matter if the bidders are symmetrically informed or not [26, 22, 33]. Specifically,

by careful grouping of different auction items through bundling or signaling, the optimization problem of

designing the optimal revelation scheme for revenue maximization is shown to be NP-hard [19, 9]. Fu et al.

[20] shows that the auctioneer should reveal full information to the bidder to maximize the revenue under

Myerson’s mechanism. Daskalakis et al. [15] introduces the optimum augmented auction that auctioneer

could obtain more revenue than full revelation in Myerson’s mechanism in [20]. In contrast, our study focus

on the setting where the bidders hold the information for their value estimation. Therefore, our mechanism

faces more challenges, in the sense that it needs to incentive the information elicitation from the bidders and

make sure that amount of elicited information would allow optimal revenue.
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Another common setting involves the role of an intermediary who knows all the true values of the buyers

and signals the additional information to the auctioneer so as to influence the outcome of a mechanism, from

the perspective of Bayesian persuasion problem [24]. The seminal work by [5] shows that the intermediary

could design the signal scheme to induce any possible consumer surplus and revenue (for seller and the

single buyer) lies within a natural and easily identifiable triangle region where the Pareto frontier is the

total welfare. While several works [35, 14, 10] have followed up to extend this result to some generalize or

modified settings, it is shown such nice property does not apply in multiple buyer setting [2].

As far as we know, there have been very few works concerning the alternative bidder behavior model.

One line of works adopts the notion of “signaling bidder” [8], to capture the bidder behavior model with

signaling concern, that is, how the bids are perceived by the outsider in the aftermarket – such incentives

particularly exist in artwork [28] or takeover [27] bidding to establish bidder’s reputation [21, 39]. So in

these situations, the bidder’s utility is not only decided by the allocation and payment but also affected by

the posterior belief of his value. In contrast, the SR-Bidders only care how their bids are perceived by

the auctioneer and accordingly affect the payment and allocation decision of the mechanism.

Closer to our work is that of Shen et al. [36], which considers bidder signaling in the private value auction

model to influence the auctioneer’s prior-dependent mechanisms, and design algorithms to compute bidders’

signaling equilibrium. Nevertheless, our model is in the more general setting that models the additional

uncertainty unobservable to any bidder and we targets both the welfare and revenue maximization problem.

In particular, we want to point out the unexpected outcome of allowing the mechanism to directly observe

the bidder’s signal and its underlying distribution of state. That is, a mechanism could be simply designed to

threat the bidders, i.e., no allocation unless every bidder’s signal corresponds to a point state distribution so

that the full revelation and maximum welfare are trivially achieved. Therefore, in our work, we model the

value profile given each state profile as a distribution instead of a constant, and the mechanism is required to

only observe the value profile distribution computed beforehand from bidders’ reported signal profile. This

carefully designed setting not only generalizes the existing auction setting, but also avoids the undesired

degeneration. We defer the detailed discussions of our model to Section 2.

1.3 Organization

Section 2 presents the formal model of strategically reticent bidders, and Section 3 studies basic properties of

the proposed model such as revelation principle and solution concepts. Section 4 and 5 develop two different

black-box transformations to convert any mechanism for classic bidders to a mechanism for SR-Bidders.

As corollaries of these two transformations, we obtain welfare-maximizing and revenue-maximizing mech-

anisms respectively. In Section 6, we study how information regulation may affect the equilibrium of the

mechanisms.

2 A Model of Auctioning with SR-Bidders

2.1 A Generalized Value Model

In this section, we formally introduce the auction with strategically reticent bidder behavior models, con-

veniently referred to as SR-Bidders model, and the formulation of the corresponding mechanism design

problem. In SR-Bidders model, each bidder has two types of private information — a type variable and

an informational variable. Like classic mechanism design setup, the type may be misreported. However,

bidders cannot misreport informational variable, but can only reveal partial information about it (e.g., due to

legal or ethics concerns, as mentioned previously). Our model is a generalization of the classic misreporting

bidder behavior models, referred to as the Mis-Biddersmodel.

Basic Setup. We focus on single item allocation with correlated bidder values. The item is of interest to n
buyers (also referred to as bidders). Each bidder i ∈ [n] = {1, . . . , n} privately observes an informational

variable θi and a type variable ti, where the state θi is drawn from discrete set Θi, and the type ti is drawn
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from discrete set Ti. We assume the bidder i’s value vi(ti||θi, θ0) is a function5 of (only) his own type

ti, and information variable θi, and additionally, possible extra uncertainty unobservable to anyone that is

summarized into an information variable θ0. We assume θ0 is independent of any bidder’s information

variable θi.
6 We allow the informational variables {θi}

n
i=1 to be correlated. Therefore, if there is uncertainty

about θi, we may use our knowledge of other informational variables θj and their correlations to have a

better estimation of vi. However, if θi is fully known or given, then vi becomes independent of other θjs

(i.e., θi is a sufficient predictor of vi). We denote the information profile as θ ≡ (θ0, θ1, . . . , θn) with the

support Θ ≡ Θ0 ×Θ1 × · · · ×Θn.

We assume type variables are independent with information variables, since they are introduced to model

different aspects of the value. Specifically, let g(θ) denote the joint prior distribution of θ. The distribution g
is public knowledge. We use gi(θi) to denote the marginal distribution of θi, i.e., gi(θi) =

∑
θ−i

g(θi, θ−i).
Note that θi may be correlated with each other (except for θ0). Like many information elicitation setups

[11, 16, 25], operation of our mechanism relies on the prior distribution g of information. While our

welfare-maximizing mechanism is prior-free w.r.t. buyers’ type variables, the distribution is necessary for

the revenue-maximizing mechanism. We let hi denote the distribution of bidder i’s type ti.
Given any type ti and information variable θi, the remaining uncertainty in bidder i’s value vi comes

only from θ0. Therefore, the probability of random variable vi equaling vi(ti||θi, θ0) is g0(θ0). A convenient

notation for our analysis is the expected value given ti and θi,

vi(ti||θi) ≡
∑

θ0∈Θ0

g0(θ0)vi(ti||θi, θ0).

The Strategically Reticent Bidder Behavior Model (SR-Bidders). The main difference between our

model and classic auction setups lies at the bidder’s behavior. Specifically, each bidder i in our model is

strategically reticent with respect to informational variable θi — they may partially reveal their private infor-

mation but cannot reveal disinformation. We adopt the standard assumption in the literature of information

elicitation and information design [1, 37, 24, 19, 17, 18, 6], and assume each bidder i as an information

sender commits to a signaling scheme to reveal partial information about θi before realization of θi. Such

commitment assumption is commonly adopted in previous works for information senders [6, 23] (including

bidders in auctions [36]). Such behaviors are well-justified in many situations. For example, suppose an

online advertiser is only willing to tell whether an Internet user purchased his product or not on his website,

or a bidder in an oil drilling rights auction is only willing to reveal the places that he has conducted probing

but not the findings he obtained. These all naturally give rise to partial information revelations schemes and

serve the purpose of commitment.

Bidders’ Action Space. Formally, each bidder’s action consists of two components: (1) a (possibly un-

truthful) report bi ∈ Ti of his type; (2) a signal si about his informational variable θi generated through a

signaling scheme πi. Type reporting requires no further explanation. By convention, we also call the bi the

bid which may be different from his true ti since misreporting is possible for ti.
We now formally define signaling schemes. A signaling scheme πi for θi is the construction of a random

variable si, i.e., the signal, that is correlated with θi. The scheme π reveals realized signal si, which carries

partial information about θi. Specially, given si, we will have an updated posterior distribution about θi.
Therefore, equivalently and as we will adopt throughout the paper, one can think of signal si ∈ ∆Θi as a

(posterior) distribution of θi ∈ Θi. Let λi be the distribution of si, by definition of conditional probability

5The notation “||” between the function variables is used to distinguish the type variable from information variable, and will be

used throughout the paper.
6This assumption is not necessary but rather for the convenience of presentation. More generally, we can think of θ0 contains

the information that is either public or unknown to all bidders, i.e., Pr(θ0|θi) = Pr(θ0|θj),∀i, j ∈ [n]. Without this assumption,

the bidders’ values will become interdependent, which is beyond the scope of this work.
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we have

Feasibility of a Signaling Scheme: E
si∼λi

[si] = gi. (1)

It is well-known that any distribution λi for si supported on ∆Θi can be implemented as a signaling scheme

[7, 4]. Therefore, we will use the distribution λi over ∆Θi , that satisfying the above equality constraints, to

denote a signaling scheme for bidder i. Since si is a distribution over Θi, we also write θi ∼ si. If bidder i
reveals no information about θi, it will then follow the prior marginal distribution gi. Thus with slight abuse

of notation, we also use gi to denote the trivial signaling scheme that reveals no information about θi.

Joint Signals and Induced Posterior Distributions. In classic auction setup (private or interdependent

values), bidders’ reported types together fully determine the values of all bidders, though possibly untrue

due to misreport. However, in auctions with SR-Bidders, bidders’ reported types and signals together

can only determine a distribution over bidder values (also possibly untrue due to misreport of types). Specif-

ically, given any signal profile s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn), the conditional probability of information profile θ can

be derived via Bayes updates as follows

Pr(θ|s) =
Pr(s,θ)∑
θ
′ Pr(s,θ′)

=
g(θ)

∏
i∈[n]Pri(si|θi)∑

θ
′ g(θ′)

∏
i∈[n]Pri(si|θ′i)

=
g(θ)

∏
i∈[n]Pri(θi|si)λi(si)/gi(θi)∑

θ
′ g(θ′)

∏
i∈[n]Pri(θ

′
i|si)λi(si)/gi(θ

′
i)

=
g(θ)

∏
i∈[n] si(θi)/gi(θi)∑

θ
′ g(θ′)

∏
i∈[n] si(θ

′
i)/gi(θ

′
i)

(2)

where the second equation used the fact that, conditioned on the information profile θ, each bidder’s signal

is sampled independently according to their own signaling scheme. Therefore, similar to the meaning of a

signal si, we shall think of s directly as the joint distribution over θ conditioning on the signal profile s, as

derived in the above Equation (2). Moreover, the probability of signal profile s is the following

λ(s) =
∑

θ∈Θ

Pr(s,θ) =
∑

θ∈Θ

g(θ′)
∏

i∈[n]

si(θi)λi(si)

gi(θi)

we will use λ to denote the distribution of signal profile s.

Connection to the Standard Private Value Model. When the informational variables are trivial (i.e.,

|Θi| = 1 for each i), the model above degenerates to the standard private bidder value setup where bidders

are only allowed to submit a bid bi about their type. The randomness of bidders’ value comes completely

from θ0. Alternatively, when there is no type variable ti, the value model above degenerates to the standard

private value model w.r.t. θi with only strategically reticent bidder behavior. Our model combines the two

setups by splitting bidders’ private information into a misreportable variable ti and information variable θi
that can only be partially revealed. As example 1.1 shows, the arguably natural strategy of partial revelation

allows for richer strategic bidder behaviors and could potentially improve bidder’s utility that was infeasible

under misreporting.

Remark 2.1. It is a pivotal assumption that there exists a type variable in the value model, i.e., a part of

information that the bidders can misreport. Otherwise, in such degenerated setting, the auctioneer would

just run the first price auction on the expected value v from the reported signal s. This is because the bidders

have no option to misreport to lowers its payment from its expected value, full revelation is always at least a

weakly dominant strategy. So in this case, the first price auction suffices to extract full surplus and achieve

maximum welfare.
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2.2 Auctioneer’s Inference

Auctioneer’s Inference from Bidders’ Signals. The signaling scheme is also referred to as an “experi-

ment” or “data-generating process” in the literature [7, 23]. For example, bidder i may design an “experi-

ment” by implementing a software that reveals whether the Internet user visits their websites in the past week

or not. Depending on the answer to be YES or NO, the auctioneer can update her posterior distribution about

the CTRs and thus bidder values, e.g., through Bayes updates or estimated by a machine learning algorithm

using this additional feature. Remarkably, signal si does not tell how fine-grained bidder i’s true information

θi is. For example, a YES signal above does not tell whether bidder i only has the coarse information about

the presence of the Internet user in the past week, or he actually has very detailed records of each visit.

Reflected in our model, this means even bidder i fully reveals θi, the auctioneer cannot tell whether this is

all bidder i knows or he may actually know some additional information. Conversely, even bidder i reveals

partial information about θi, the auctioneer does not know whether he revealed partial information or her

coarse value estimation may be due to too much unobservable information in θ0.

The above description illustrates that the best knowledge auctioneer can infer or learn from bidders’

signals s is a knowledge of distribution. In our model, we abstract such knowledge into a distribution of the

value functions (or kernels), conveniently denoted as V (·||s). The auctioneer uses the reported signal profile

s to determine a distribution over the set of value functions {v(·||θ)|θ ∈ Θ}, each with the probability

Pr(θ|s).

Remark 2.2. Note that while the auctioneer can infer the probability value that is equivalent to Pr(θ|s), it

is only the probability of the value functions. From the bidders’ perspective, each value function v(·||θ) is

essentially a bid model given a specific information profile. For the example in Section 2.3, the bid models

are a set of different discount factors to the bid given by the CVR estimation. However, the auctioneer should

have no knowledge of which θ generates the specific value functions v(t|θ), even though the notation may

suggest so.7 From the auctioneer’s perspective, she just models a set of possible value functions, and could

only capture the correlation between bidders’ signal profile and the realization of these value functions.8

Therefore, without knowing the correspondence, the auctioneer is unable to recover the distribution of θ,

not to mention whether a bidder revealed full or partial information.

This is a crucial fact, because it means the auctioneer’s mechanism cannot use “threats” to force any

bidder to reveal full information (e.g., by always not allocating the item to this bidder). For example, the

auctioneer cannot threat the bidder due to her only revealing whether the Internet user showed up in the

past week or not because the auctioneer does not know whether the bidder knows anything more or not.

With the bid profile b, the auctioneer could estimate the expected value,

v(b||s) ≡
∑

θ∈Θ

v(b||θ)Pr(θ|s) (3)

Meanwhile, the knowledge of value function v(b||θ) along with the distribution of b can also be used

to compute the virtual value introduced by Myerson [31] for revenue maximization. We defer detailed

discussion to Section 5.

We also denote vi(bi||s) as the expected valuation of bidder i. Note that under our value assumption,

when θi reveals full information, we can denote the expected value as vi(bi||θi), since θ−i does not affects

the value function. This notational simplification does not hold however when the bidder may reveal partial

7We design such notation from the bidders’ perspective, as for the purpose of analysis, the incentive or rationality constraints

are indeed guarantees provided for the bidders.
8For the ease of presentation, our analysis simply assumes a one-to-one mapping between the set of possible information profiles

and the set of possible value functions. However, this bijection assumption is not necessary, in fact, the more realistic situation is that

the auctioneer determines a set of possible value functions to model without even knowing the support of the bidder’s information.
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information si, and so the input to v has to be s. As a convention, s−i denote a vector of all signals excluding

si and let (s′i, s−i) denote the signal profile s with si replaced by s′i. The same rule also applies to all other

notations such as the type profile t, information profile θ. For notational convenience, we use (θi, s−i) to

denote signal profile where bidder i fully reveals his state θi whereas other bidders use signals s−i. We also

differentiate the notation of θ and (θi, θ−i) such that the former represents a deterministic information profile

with the knowledge of θ0, while the latter is a distribution of information profile without the knowledge of

θ0. Essentially, we should of θ−i excludes the information of θ0.

2.3 Ad Auction with CVR Estimation – An Example

To provide more context for our model, we describe an important application — the aforementioned CVR

based ad auction problem. In such auction, each bidder (i.e., advertiser) observes a private type ti about

his values of each user conversion, and a private state θi regarding the browsing user. The type and state of

each bidder models the different information that determines his value and are thus independent variables.

The bidder then reports a type bi, and a signal that partially reveals his information state. With signal profile

s, a conversion ratio ci is estimated for each bidder i. For any signal profile, ci(s) captures the estimated

score of conversion when showing bidder i’s ads to the coming web user. The bidder’s value can then be

computed as vi = bi · ci from his reported value type. The auctioneer would then map the computed value

profile to the possible allocation and payment of each bidder.

More concretely, θi can be think of as the advertiser’s targeted backgrounds of the web user, and si can

accordingly be a set of user profile that contains the targeted user backgrounds. The value type ti could

describe the advertiser’s expected revenue once each web user is converted into his platform from the posted

ad. So their support can be extremely large since these variables could be high-dimensional feature vectors.

Meanwhile, to focus on the strategic aspects of the problem, we abstract away the machine learning process

of estimating ci. Instead, we assume that its dependence on the information from bidder i is abstractly

captured by a function ci :
∏

i∈[n]Θi → R
+ The function ci can be some carefully-designed function or any

black-box machine learning model that maps feature vectors to a probability score. How to come up with

the most accurate ci is not the focus of this paper — we will instead assume that it is given as input to our

problem and it makes accurate predictions.

3 Mechanism Design with SR-Bidders: Basics

3.1 Mechanisms for SR-Bidders

With SR-Bidders, the input to a mechanism is a type profile b and the inferred joint value distribution

over type profile given by signal profile s, V (·||s). Therefore, a mechanism for SR-Bidders can be

described by a pair (x, p), where:

1. x is the allocation function that maps any distribution V over value profiles (inferred from s and

bids b) to a vector of allocation probabilities x(b, V (·||s)) = (x1(b, V (·||s)), . . . , xn(b, V (·||s)))
satisfying

∑
i∈[n] xi ≤ 1 and xi ≥ 0;

2. p is the payment function that maps value profile distribution V and bids b to a vector of payments

p(b, V (·||s)) = (p1(b, V (·||s)), . . . , pn(b, V (·||s))).

To simplify the notion, we will write the input as xi(b||s), pi(b||s), with the important caveat that the

payment and value function of the mechanism can only utilize the bid profile b and value profile distribution

V (·||s) given by s, instead of the direct access to the reported type and signal profile b, s. This is a critical

assumption, since the mechanism could otherwise “threat” not to allocate the item to a bidder i unless his

signal si is generated by a full information revelation scheme. This will trivially elicit full information from

all bidders, but such threatening is clearly unrealistic in practice.

Meanwhile, the order of moves in the mechanism under SR-Biddersmodel is as follows:
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1. Auctioneer Commitment: The auctioneer commits to a mechanism which maps any input (b, V (·||s))
to the allocation and payment.

2. Ex Ante: The auctioneer and bidders learn the prior distribution g(θ), h(t) as well as the value func-

tion v(t||θ) that describes how each bidder’s private type and information is correlated with his value.

While the bidder knows the correspondence between v(t||θ) and θ, the auctioneer does not.

3. Buyer Commitment: Each buyer commits to a signaling scheme πi to reveal information about their

private states.

4. Interim: Each buyer observes his private state θi, samples a signal si according to his committed

signaling scheme, and sends it to the auctioneer, along with his type bi.

5. Ex Post: The auctioneer receives the type profile b, signal profile s, and infers the distribution V (·||s),
and determines allocation and payment according to the committed mechanism.

Two obvious differences between the above mechanism procedure and classic mechanisms are the following:

(1) the classic models do not have Step 3; (2) in Step 4, classic models ask each buyer to report a state

in the support whereas in our model the buyer sends an informative signal through a signaling scheme.

Additionally, and importantly, the auctioneer’s mechanism during her commitment step may depend on

the prior distribution of the value profile v but cannot depend on the information profiles θ that are to be

observed by bidders. Specifically, in the above procedure, auctioneer’s commitment happens before she

learns what private states bidders can receive and how they are generated. This turns out to be crucial for

our mechanism design and is also realistic in reality. For example, when an online ad auction platform

designs their auction mechanism, they do not know what information about Internet users each bidder (an

advertiser) may be able to observe, and how fine-grained their observations could be. Similarly, before

running an oil drilling right auction, the auctioneer does not know what exact kind of information a bidder

might be able to obtain.

3.2 Revelation Principle

Now we show that the Revelation Principle [34] also holds under the SR-Bidders, so the mechanism

designer can WLOG. focus on designing the IIC mechanism.

Theorem 3.1 (Revelation Principle). Under the SR-Bidders, for any mechanism that implements a Nash

equilibrium, there always exists another truthful, direct mechanism that implements this Nash equilibrium.

Proof. Under the SR-Bidders, the truthful, direct mechanism is defined in Section 2. The proof is to

argue the direct mechanism to mimic the equilibrium of the given mechanism. However, the revelation

principle of this model has the subtle difference from the classic setting, that is the bidders’ actions do not

directly form the input of the mechanism. Instead, µ(v|t, s) bridges the gap from the bidders’ actions (i.e.,

committed signaling schemes, the reported type and signal profile) to the input of any mechanism (i.e., value

profile distribution). As µ(v|t, s) is determined, and given the existence of an Nash equilibrium in any given

mechanism [32] formed by certain value profile, there must be a corresponding equilibrium formed by the

bidders’ direct actions. Given a mechanism M that has a Nash equilibrium formed by some value profile

distribution, we construct a direct mechanism M that is truthful and implements such Nash equilibrium, as

follows:

1. M receives the input of value profile distribution that is computed from the full information revelation

and truthful type report of all bidders.

2. M transforms the value profile distribution to the distribution of the equilibrium in M.
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3. M returns the allocation, payment outcome returned by M at the equilibrium.

So reporting true type and revealing full information in M is the same as taking the equilibrium strate-

gies in M. Hence, truthfulness is a Nash equilibrium in M, as desired. Moreover, as the allocation and

payments are the same, the equilibrium outcome such as the revenue and welfare are also same.

Maximum Achievable Welfare & Revenue The notion of welfare is given by the total value of bidders

weighted by their allocations, i.e.,
∑

i∈[n] xivi. In classic setting, the maximum welfare for single item

allocation is simply the highest bidder value, i.e., maxi∈[n] vi. However, in SR-Bidders due to the un-

observable θ0 in bidder value estimation, it could be information-theoretically impossible to determine the

highest bidder and thereby achieve the maximum welfare. Similarly, the notion of revenue is given by the

total payment from all bidders, i.e.,
∑

i∈[n] pi, and it can be impossible to extract the full surplus without

the knowledge of θ0. Intuitively, the celebrated optimal auction [31] can hardly work with only a par-

tial knowledge of bidders’ value distribution. As such, according to the revelation principle, we introduce

the notion of maximum achievable welfare welfare, maxi∈[n] vi(ti||θi), and maximum achievable revenue,

max
∑

i∈[n] pi(ti||θi), namely, the maximum welfare/revenue achievable given the observable state and type

profile.9 Nevertheless, we will see later that, for revenue maximization under the indicative state assumption

specifically, the information of θ0 cannot be used to extract more revenue from the bidders and therefore the

revenue achieved in expectation equals to the maximum revenue knowing the exact realization of θ0.

3.3 Solution Concepts

Like in classic auctions, we now introduce the compatibility and rationality requirements for mechanism

design under the SR-Bidders, in order to ensure the solution of the game would have desirable proper-

ties. In fact, while buyers’ action spaces are different from the Mis-Bidders, our design goal is still to

encourage the bidders’ candid behaviors – truthful report and full information revelation. We accordingly

introduce the concept of Information and Incentive Compatibility (IIC), that is, to ensure each bidder’ in-

centive to truthfully report his type and fully reveal his state. In addition, we adopt the Individual Rationality

(IR) constraints in the classic model in our formal definition as they are also necessary for the equilibria to

ensure the bidders’ incentive to participate.

According to the mechanism for SR-Bidders, with the reported type profile b and realized signal

profile s, while its true type and information is ti, θi, the utility of bidder i is given by

Ui(b, s; ti, θi) ≡ xi(b||s) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(b||s)

However, it is unreasonable to evaluate a bidder’s utility of at a single realization of the joint signaling

scheme, so instead we would consider the expected utility over randomness of both the sampled signal

profile and realized state profile,

E
s

E
θi∼s

Ui(b, s; ti, θi) =
∑

s

λ(s) ·
∑

θ∈Θ

Pr(θ|s)Ui(b, s; ti, θi)

In particular, if all bidders are truthful that the reported signal profile is (θi, θ−i), the expected utility of

bidder i is simply

E
θ

Ui(t, θi, θ−i; ti, θi) =
∑

θi∈Θi

gi(θi)Ui(t, θi, θ−i; ti, θi)

In contrast, for IR constraints, we ensure non-negative utility for truthful behaviour at each realized state.

We now describe three major solution concepts corresponding to three different equilibrium types of the

game:

9So in this paper, unless specified otherwise when we use maximum welfare/revenue, we do mean the maximum achievable

welfare/revenue.
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Definition 3.2 (Ex-post IIC and ex-post IR). A mechanism (x, p) is ex-post IIC if for every bidder i with

any signaling scheme πi, reported type bi and for any fully revealing signal profile (θi, θ−i), truthful type

profile t,

E
θi
[xi(t||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||θi, θ−i)]

≥ E
si

E
θi∼si

[xi(bi, t−i||si, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(bi, t−i||si, θ−i)] (4)

Similarly, the mechanism is ex-post IR if it satisfies for every bidder i, for any fully revealing signal

profile (θi, θ−i) and truthful type profile t,

xi(t||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||θi, θ−i) ≥ 0

That is, participating, reporting true type and revealing full information is a Bayes-Nash equilibrium of

the corresponding game in the ex post stage, i.e., any bidder does not strictly prefer partial revealing his state

or misreporting his type even when seeing all other bidders’ private states of nature.

Definition 3.3 (Bayesian IIC and interim IR). A mechanism (x, p) is Bayesian IIC if for every bidder i

with any signaling scheme πi, any true type ti, reported type bi

E
θi

E
t−i,θ−i

[xi(t||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||θi, θ−i)]

≥ E
si

E
θi∼si

E
t−i,θ−i

[xi(t||si, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||si, θ−i)]

Similarly, the mechanism is interim IR if it satisfies for every bidder i, for any fully revealing signal θi
and truthful type ti,

E
t−i,θ−i

[xi(t||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||θi, θ−i)] ≥ 0

That is, participating, reporting true type and revealing full information is a Bayes-Nash equilibrium of

the corresponding game in the interim stage, where each bidder knows his own private signal but not the

others. Note that in such solution concept, it is crucial for each bidder to know the prior distribution of other

bidders’ states and types in order to estimate his utility.

Definition 3.4 (Dominant-strategy IIC). A mechanism (x, p) is dominant-strategy IIC if for every bidder

i with any signaling scheme πi, any true type ti, reported type bi

E
θi

E
s−i

[xi(ti, b−i||θi, s−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(ti, b−i||θi, s−i)] ≥ E
s

E
θ∼s

[xi(b||s) · vi(ti||θi) − pi(b||s)]

That is, reporting true type and revealing full information is a dominant-strategy equilibrium of the

corresponding game.

The dominant-strategy IIC is the strongest IIC condition. However, dominant-strategy IIC cannot be

expected in general, due to the similar reason as in the classic setup – one buyer’s partial revealing behavior

could cause the auctioneer to overcharge a different buyer. More details are discussed later in example 6.1.

The ex-post IIC and ex-post IR is a stronger condition than Bayesian IIC and interim IR. All results

in this paper is based on the ex-post IIC and IR, so we will omit ex-post and directly use IIC and IR

for simplicity. In addition, if a mechanism satisfies ex-post IIC and IR in SR-bidder, we will say the

bidders’ strategies are truthful or truthfulness for convenience. This extends the meaning of truthfulness in

the classic bidder behavior model, as here the strategically reticent bidders must not only report their true

value types, but also fully reveal their information states.
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4 The Expected Meta Mechanism

Designing the mechanism for SR-Bidders in general is difficult because the input space includes the

entire simplex of bidder state. In contrast, the mechanism design problem for bidders with only misreporting

power is a well-studied problem. As such, we introduce the reduction procedure along with the concept of

meta mechanism, which takes some input mechanism M of Mis-Bidders and accordingly produce the

allocation and payment for the SR-Bidders. In this and next section, we will show there does exist simple

meta mechanism that almost perfectly reduce mechanism design with SR-Bidders to the design in classic

setting.

We first introduce the Expected Meta Mechanism, which is a natural generalization of mechanism in-

tended for Mis-Bidders. As shown in the Meta Mechanism 1, it essentially uses the expected bidder

value to determine the allocation and payment according to the input mechanism M .

Meta Mechanism 1: The Expected Meta Mechanism

Input: The bid profile b, value distribution over bid given by signal profile s, V (·||s)
Input: The mechanism M = (x, p) designed for Mis-Bidders

Output: The allocation and payment of the expected mechanism over M for SR-Bidders

Compute the expected value profile,

v(b||s) =
∑

θ∈Θ

v(b||θ)Pr(θ|s)

and the expected the value distribution over type for all bidders,

F (b||s) =

{
Fi(ti||θ) ≡

∫

∀bi,vi(bi||s)≤vi(ti||s)
hi(bi)dbi

}

i∈[n]

Use the expected value profile and distribution to determine the allocation and payment

x = x(F (b||s), v(b||s)), p = p(F (b||s), v(b||s))

Return the allocation and payment of mechanism M = (x, p) for SR-Bidders.

For the Expected Meta Mechanism, we assume M is feasible in the simplex of Θ. In another word,

the allocation and payment functions are well defined for the value at expectation in addition to the value at

each realization of information state. Moreover, the IC and IR constraint10 of M is satisfied for any value in

the simplex, i.e., for any s ∈ ∆Θ, for any ti, bi ∈ Ti,

xi(t||s) · vi(ti||s)− pi(t||s) ≥ xi(bi, t−i||s) · vi(ti||s)− pi(bi, t−i||s)

xi(t||s) · vi(ti||s)− pi(t||s) ≥ 0

Such assumption is natural and ubiquitous, as most mechanisms are designed for a continuous region of

values. Our next result provides a blackbox reduction from IIC and IR mechanism for SR-Bidders to

IC and IR mechanism M for Mis-Bidders, so long as M satisfies certain convexity property.

Theorem 4.1. For any IC and IR mechanism M for Mis-Bidders, its Expected Meta Mechanism M is

IIC and IR if the utility function given by M is convex over ∆Θ.

10Note that the dominant-strategy IC and ex-post IC are equivalent here, since in our model the value of each bidder is indepen-

dent of other bidders’ type. Thus, in this paper, we will simply use IC to refer to the equivalent condition about input mechanism

M .
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Proof. We can first easily verify that at full revelation, the IR condition of M is equivalent to the IR condition

of M . For the remaining proof, it lies at the following crucial notion of dominant-strategy full disclosure,

with which IIC condition can be reduced to the standard IC.

Definition 4.2 (Dominant-strategy FD). A mechanism (x, p) guarantees the dominant-strategy Full Disclo-

sure (FD) if for every bidder i with any signaling scheme,

E
θi

E
s−i

[xi(b||θi, s−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(b||θi, s−i)] ≥ E
s

E
θ∼s

[xi(b||s) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(b||s)]

That is, revealing full information is a dominant-strategy equilibrium of the corresponding game. This

property along with some special IC constraint induces the IIC constraints, as is shown in Lemma 4.3 and

Theorem 6.3.

Lemma 4.3. For any Mechanism M of SR-Bidders that is the dominant-strategy FD, M is ex-post IIC

if and only if the IC constraint is satisfied given any fully-revealing information variable (θi, θ−i),

xi(t||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||θi, θ−i) ≥ xi(bi, t−i||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(bi, t−i||θi, θ−i) (5)

Proof. For the “if” direction:

from the given IC condition in Eq. (5), we get the truthful reporting of IIC; from dominant-strategy

FD, we get full revealing part of IIC by setting s−i as fully revealing signal. That is, for any θ−i, t−i and

for any ti, bi ∈ Ti, or any θi ∈ Θi, si ∈ ∆Θi,

E
θi
[xi(t||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||θi, θ−i)] ≥ E

si
E

θi∼si
[xi(t||si, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||si, θ−i)] (6)

We can easily see that the two conditions imply ex-post IIC as

E
θi
[xi(t||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||θi, θ−i)]

≥E
si

E
θi∼si

[xi(t||si, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||si, θ−i)]

≥E
si

E
θi∼si

[xi(bi, t−i||si, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(bi, t−i||si, θ−i)]

where the first inequality is due to Eq. (5) and the second inequality is due to linearity of expectation and

Eq. (5).

For the “only if” direction, we can directly infer from the IIC definition that when all bidders are set

to be fully revealing their information variable, any bidder would truthfully report their types if all other

bidders truthfully report their type. This is the IC condition by definition.

Given the convex utility condition of the Expected Meta Mechanism (x, p), we can apply Jensen’s

inequality such that, for any i ∈ [n],

E
θi∼s

Ui(b,θ; ti, θi) ≥ E
θi∼s

Ui(b, s; ti, θi)

So it by definition gives the dominant-strategy FD, after taking the expectation over the distribution of s.

E
θi

E
s−i

[xi(b||θi, s−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(b||θi, s−i)] ≥ E
s

E
θ∼s

[xi(b||s) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(b||s)]
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Remark 4.4. The notion of FD is useful for the black-box reduction of SR-Bidders to Mis-Bidders,

as we will reuse the Lemma 4.3 in the proof of Theorem 5.2. However, note that the equivalence of IIC to FD

and IC in Lemma 4.3 only apply to the ex-post or any weaker setting. It is not true that dominant-strategy FD

and IC implies dominant strategy IIC, because the bidders may not choose to report their type truthfully if

their opponents are not fully revealing. Essentially, the name of dominant-strategy IC constraint is deceptive

here, as its dominance is only meant for the Mis-Bidders without partial revelation power. We defer the

details to Section 6, where we show that the equivalence can be restored in a special setting. Moreover,

while the dominant-strategy FD may appear to be a strong guarantee, in the following two propositions, we

show there exists some natural sufficient conditions that achieves dominant-strategy FD for each of the meta

mechanism, regardless of which mechanism of Mis-Bidders they are based on.

One well-known example of the convex utility is the second price (a.k.a. Vickey) auction, which implies

its Expected Meta Mechanism is IIC and IR. In remainder of this section, we show its complementary

benefit in preserving the convex objectives such as the maximum welfare guarantee.

4.1 The Expected Vickrey Auction for Welfare Maximization

A fundamental result in classic auction setup is that the second price mechanism guarantees dominant-

strategy truthfulness and maximizes the welfare at equilibrium. This problem becomes tricky in the setting

of SR-Bidders, as the auctioneer can only learn a distribution of the bidder values given any elicited

information. However, it turns out that, combined with the Expected Meta Mechanism, the Vickrey auction

suffices to achieve maximum welfare for the SR-Bidders.

Mechanism 2: The Expected-Vickrey Auction for SR-Bidders

Input: The bid profile b, value distribution over bid given by signal profile s, V (·||s)
Output: The allocation and payment (x, p)
Compute the expected value for bidder i,

vi(b||s) =
∑

θ∈Θ

vi(b||θ)Pr(θ|s)

Set the allocation probability for bidder i as,

xi(V ) =

{
1 i = argmaxj∈[n] vj(b||s)

0 otherwise

Set the payment for bidder i as,

pi(V ) =

{
maxj 6=i vj(b||s) xi(V ) = 1

0 otherwise

Proposition 4.5. Truthfulness forms a Bayes Nash equilibrium in Mechanism 2 for SR-bidder, which

achieves maximum welfare.

Proof. To see that truthfulness forms a Bayes Nash equilibrium in Mechanism 2, it suffices to verify that

the utility function in Vickrey auction is convex. Pick any bidder i, and let all other bidders reveal full

information and report true type. Given the private value assumption, we know the value profile distribution

V−i is determined regardless of the bidder i’s action. In another word, the highest bid excluding bidder i is
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fixed, and therefore, we use a constant v∗ to denote maxj 6=i vj(bi, t−i||si, θ−i), ∀bi, si.

U(ti, θi; ti, θi) = [vi(ti||θi)− v∗|vi(ti||θi) ≥ v∗]

= max {0, vi(ti||θi)− v∗}

= max {v∗, vi(ti||θi)} − v∗

Since v∗ is a constant and vi(ti||θi) is linear in ∆Θ, the maximum function U is convex over ∆Θ.

Since the truthfulness is guaranteed, the mechanism always allocates to the bidder with the highest value

at each fully-revealing information state, Eθi,θ−i
maxi vi(ti||θi), which is the maximum achievable welfare

by definition.

Remark 4.6. We remark that maximum welfare is not the only optimal objective that can be preserved

by the Expected Meta Mechanism. In fact, any Expected Meta Mechanism that is ex-post IIC and IR, can

preserve the optimality of its input mechanism with objective convex in ∆Θ. This is because at fully-revealing

information states, these convex objectives are also maximized.

4.2 Sub-Optimality in Revenue Maximization

However powerful is the Expected Meta Mechanism, it fails to achieve another important objective of mech-

anism design — revenue maximization. Though the revenue objective is also convex in ∆Θ, the utility

function given by the Myerson’s optimal auction is not convex, so the dominant-strategy FD would not

hold.

We conclude this section with an example showing that it is not necessarily optimal for revenue to elicit

information from bidders. From a completely different perspective, we study the bidder discrimination

problem in the Expected Vickrey Auction, that is how to selectively elicit information from a subset of

bidders to maximize the revenue. Such practice is seen as some Ad auction platform may choose not to

elicit any information from advertisers of lower tiers or less importance.

Example 4.7 (Sub-Optimality of Revenue). Consider a CVR based ad auction with 3 bidders, each of them

has a binary state θi ∈ {0, 1}. The state distribution is Pr(θ1 = 1) = 0.4 and Pr(θ2 = 1) = Pr(θ3 =
1) = 0.1. Their true value types are all 1 and their CVRs are determined exactly by his own state ci = θi.
According to Theorem 4.5, all bidders would reveal full information and report their true type.

If the auctioneer use the information from all bidder, the auctioneer obtains expected revenue 0.082,

i.e., the probability that there are at least two bidders with θi = 1. Now if the auctioneer decides to use

information from no bidders, the revenue is 0.1. Moreover, it turns out that, in this example the auctioneer

can obtain much higher revenue by only using information from bidder 3, where expected auctioneer revenue

is 0.13 = Pr(θ3 = 1) · 0.4 +Pr(θ3 = 0) · 0.1.

5 The Simulated Meta Mechanism

In this section, we focus on a different meta mechanism, tailored for revenue maximization. As is described

in Meta Mechanism 3, it uses each possible realized value profile and determines the outcome in expectation.

We remark here again that, despite what the notation may suggest from bidders’ perspective, the auctioneer

does not know the correspondence between the value function v(·||θ) and the information profile θ. That is,

in the Meta Mechanism 3, it only requires the given mapping between a probability Pr(θ|θ) and the value

function v(·||θ) to determined the allocation and payment. In addition, the Simulated Meta Mechanism

is linear, in the sense that the allocation and payment are determined by a linear combination of every

possible realization of bidder’s value profile through simulation. Hence, we will refer to such generalization

technique as the Simulated Meta Mechanism. Such meta mechanism also guarantees the dominance-strategy

FD that would convert an IC mechanism in Mis-Bidders to IIC in SR-Bidders just like Expected

Meta Mechanism but under a different condition given in Theorem 5.2.
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Meta Mechanism 3: The Simulated Meta Mechanism

Input: The bid profile b, value distribution over bid given by signal profile s, V (·||s)
Input: The mechanism M = (x, p) designed for Mis-Bidders

Output: The allocation and payment of the expected mechanism over M for SR-Bidders

For each value function v(·||θ), compute bidders’ values from the bid profile b as well as their

value distribution over type,

v(b||θ) ≡ {vi(bi||θ)}i∈[n], F (·||θ) ≡

{
Fi(ti||θ) ≡

∫

∀bi,vi(bi||θ)≤vi(ti||θ)
hi(bi)dbi

}

i∈[n]

Use the probability Pr(θ|s) of each value function to determine the allocation and payment,

x(b||s) =
∑

θ∈Θ

Pr(θ|s)x (F (·||θ),v(b||θ))

p(b||s) =
∑

θ∈Θ

Pr(θ|s)p (F (·||θ),v(b||θ))

Return the allocation and payment of mechanism M = (x, p) for SR-Bidders.

However, we remark a subtle difference between the Expected Meta Mechanism and Simulated Meta

Mechanism. That is, through simulation, the meta mechanism only requires the input mechanism to be

feasible in Θ as opposed to the entirety of the simplex ∆Θ. This relaxation is ideal for the mechanisms such

as the Myerson’s optimal auction, where it was not well defined how to handle a value distribution given

a mixture of information variable states. Nevertheless, in order to have IIC and IR condition for the meta

mechanism, we still need guarantee the IC and IR of the input mechanism to apply at any fully-revealing

state, as described in Eq. (5). Hence, we introduce the assumption of Indicative States on bidders’ value,

information profile and the allocation function of input mechanism.

Definition 5.1 (Indicative States). A mechanism M satisfies the Indicative State assumption with a given set

of bidders, if for any bidder i ∈ [n], for any θ ∈ Θ and any θ′0 ∈ Θ0,

xi(t||θi, θ−i, θ0) = xi(t||θi, θ−i, θ
′
0)

This assumption essentially suggests that unobservable state information θ0 has no effect on the alloca-

tion, though it may affect the value. While at first sight this may appear a strong condition, it is satisfied in

the most situations. For example, in the Vickrey auction, this assumption holds as long as the highest bidder

is determined in regardless of θ0. Or in Myerson’s optimal auction, it just additionally requires the virtual

value of the winner to be always positive at θ0,

Theorem 5.2. For any IC and IR mechanism M of Mis-Bidders satisfying the Indicative State assump-

tion, its Simulated Meta Mechanism M is IIC and IR if the allocation function given by M is monotonic

w.r.t. the value in the support of Θ.

Proof. In this proof, we adopt the similar logic as Theorem 4.1 to prove IIC by using the reduction given by

Lemma 4.3. So it suffices to check that M satisfies (1) dominant-strategy FD, (2) IC at any fully-revealing

signal.

(1) Since the allocation and payment are linear w.r.t. the signal according to the Simulated Meta Mech-

anism, we can rewrite the dominant-strategy FD that we have for any i ∈ [n],

E
θi,θ−i∼s

[vi(ti||θi)xi(t||θi, θ−i)]− E
θi∼s

[vi(ti||θi)xi(t||s)] ≥ E
θ∼s

[pi(t||θ)]− pi(t||s)
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into the form below,

E
θi,θ−i∼s

[vi(ti||θi)xi(t||θi, θ−i)]− E
θi,θ−i∼s

[vi(ti||θi)] E
θi,θ−i∼s

[xi(t||θi, θ−i)] ≥ 0,

This by definition gives us the non-negative correlation between the allocation and the expected value,

Cov
θi,θ−i∼s

[vi(ti||θi), xi(t||θi, θ−i)] ≥ 0

Because this covariance needs to be positive for any signal, i.e., a distribution in the simplex of Θi × Θ−i,

and it suffices to expand the region to entire ∆Θ.11 So in another word, the sufficient condition is to have

the allocation function x be monotonic w.r.t. the value in the support of Θ.

(2) Using the linear payment and allocation of M and the definition of covariance again, the utility at

fully revealing signal can be expressed

xi(t||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||θi, θ−i) = E
θ0∼g0

[xi(t||θ) · vi(ti||θ)− pi(t||θ)]− Cov
θ0∼g0

[xi(t||θ), vi(ti||θ)]

So we can rewrite the IC condition given in Eq. (5) as

E
θ0∼g0

[xi(t||θ) · vi(ti||θ)− pi(t||θ)]− Cov
θ0∼g0

[vi(ti||θ), xi(t||θ)]

≥ E
θ0∼g0

[xi(t
′
i, t−i||θ) · vi(ti||θ)− pi(t

′
i, t−i||θ)]− Cov

θ0∼g0
[vi(ti||θ), xi(t

′
i, t−i||θ)]

The IC of M implies Eθ0∼g0 [xi(t||θ)·vi(ti||θ)−pi(t||θ)] ≥ Eθ0∼g0 [xi(t
′
i, t−i||θ)·vi(ti||θ)−pi(t

′
i, t−i||θ)],

so the sufficient condition of the inequality is to have

Cov
θ0∼g0

[vi(ti||θ), xi(ti, t−i||θ)− xi(t
′
i, t−i||θ)] ≤ 0

Under the indicative state assumption, we know fixing any (θi, θi), the allocation xi(ti, t−i||θ) or xi(ti, t−i||θ)
remains constant at different θ0. Therefore, the LHS is zero and the inequality must hold.

Similarly, the IR condition of M can be written as,

E
θ0∼g0

[xi(t||θ) · vi(ti||θ)− pi(t||θ)]− Cov
θ0∼g0

[vi(ti||θ), xi(t||θ)] ≥ 0

The IR of input mechanism M guarantees that the first term is non-negative, and the second term is zero

because of the indicative state assumption. So the inequality holds and M is IR as well.

5.1 The Simulated Myerson Auction for Revenue Maximization

In Section 4, we show that the Expected Meta Mechanism can be used to achieve maximum welfare but not

maximum revenue. It turns out the Simulated Meta Mechanism is an ideal candidate for revenue maximiza-

tion, leveraging Myerson’s optimal auction, as is described in Mechanism 4. This is essentially because the

simulation can target its optimization objective at each realization and thereby the expected outcome can be

a global optimum.

By the construction in Simulated Meta Mechanism, the input Fi(ti||θ) is the CDF of the value distribu-

tion w.r.t. type ti given certain information profile θ and we accordingly denote its derivative as fi(ti||θ),

11This sufficient condition is also necessary when θ0 contains no information. Otherwise, monotone allocation over ∆Θ/Θ0
is

the necessary condition for dominant-strategy FD.
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which is the PDF of the value distribution.12 As we can see these distribution can be directly computed from

the input V (·||θ) and the prior knowledge of type profile distribution h.

Similar to the celebrated construction by Myerson [31], we identify a revenue-optimal mechanism for

SR-Bidders by solving the general solution of an optimization program. In this subsection, we start

with the simple case where we introduce the notion of strong regularity condition given in Definition 5.3 to

describe the special value distribution that the optimization program can be easily solved.

Definition 5.3 (Strong Regularity). The regular value condition is satisfied if the virtual value function is

monotonically non-decreasing with the value in its state and type. Mathematically, for any i ∈ [n],

vi(ti||θ) ≥ vi(t
′
i||θ

′) ⇐⇒ φi(ti||θ) ≥ φi(t
′
i||θ

′), ∀ti, t
′
i ∈ Ti, θ,θ

′ ∈ Θ

where the virtual value function is φi(ti||θ) = vi(ti||θ)−
1−Fi(ti||θ)
fi(ti||θ)

.

Mechanism 4: The Simulated Myerson Auction for SR-Bidders

Input: The bid profile b, value distribution over bid given by signal profile s, V (·||s)
Output: The allocation and payment (x, p)
For each value function v(·||θ), compute the value distribution over type for all bidders,

{Fi(ti||θ), fi(ti||θ)}i∈[n] and their value {vi(bi||θ)}i∈[n] according the Meta Mechanism 3, then

compute the virtual value for all bidder i as,

{
φi(bi||θ) = vi(bi||θ)−

1− Fi(bi||θ)

fi(bi||θ)

}

i∈[n]

Use the probability Pr(θ|s) of each value function to compute the allocation for bidder i as,

xi(b||s) =
∑

θ∈Θ

Pr(θ|s)xi(b||θ)

where xi(b||θ) =

{
1 i = argmaxj∈[n] {φj(bi||θ)|φj(bj ||θ) > 0}

0 otherwise

Use the probability Pr(θ|s) of each value function to compute the payment for bidder i as,

pi(b||s) =
∑

θ∈Θ

Pr(θ|s)xi(b||θ)φi(bi||θ)

Proposition 5.4. Under the indicative state assumption and strong regularity, truthful behavior forms a

Bayes NE in ex-post stage of Mechanism 4 and achieves the optimal revenue.

Proof. To maximize the revenue under ex-post IIC and IR, it is equivalent to solve the following optimiza-

12Note that Fi, fi are independent of θ−i, but we use the information profile θ as the input for readability.
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tion program:

max E
θ∼g

E
t∼h



∑

i∈[n]

pi (t||θ)




s.t. E
θi∼si

[xi(t||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||θi, θ−i)] (IIC)

≥ E
θi∼si

[xi(bi, t−i||si, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(bi, t−i||si, θ−i)] ∀t,∀bi,∀si, θ−i,∀i ∈ [n]

xi(t||θi, θ−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(t||θi, θ−i) ≥ 0 ∀t,∀θ,∀i ∈ [n] (IR)
∑

i∈[n]

xi(t||θi, θ−i) ≤ 1

xi(t||θi, θ−i) ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ [n]

The objective is set as to maximize the total payment, i.e., the auctioneer’s revenue in expectation. By

revelation principle, we can set the input of each payment function as the true realization of state and type,

as there must exist a mechanism that satisfies ex-post IIC and IR to achieve as much revenue as any other

feasible mechanism. So we first verify that Mechanism 4 satisfies each of constraints of the optimization

program:

Firstly, we can easily verify by definition that xi(t||θi, θ−i) = Eθ0∼g0 xi(t||θ) ≤ 1 and

∑

i∈[n]

xi(t||θi, θ−i) =
∑

i∈[n]

E
θ0∼g0

xi(t||θ) = E
θ0∼g0

∑

i∈[n]

xi(t||θ) ≤ 1.

Secondly, the IIC and IC constraints are satisfied according to Theorem 5.2. In the input mechanism,

i.e., Myerson’s optimal auction, the allocation is monotonic w.r.t. to the virtual value. So under the strong

regularity condition, we know that the allocation is monotonic w.r.t. to the bidder’s value. Since the Indica-

tive State assumption is also satisfied, the Mechanism 4 must be IIC and IC.

We now argue that the maximum revenue is achieved by Mechanism 4. Let K0,K1 respectively denote

that the set of all allocation and payment functions that satisfy both IR and IIC constraints, or both IR and

IC at each realization of state. Hence, K0 ⊆ K1. We can derive that

E
θ∼g

max
p,x∈K1

E
t∼h

[
∑

i∈N

pi (t||θ)

]
≥ max

p,x∈K1

E
θ∼g

E
t∼h

[
∑

i∈N

pi (t||θ)

]
≥ max

p,x∈K0

E
θ∼g

E
t∼h

[
∑

i∈N

pi (t||θ)

]

The first inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality, and the second inequality is due to the relaxation of

domain K0 ⊆ K1. The first term is exactly the revenue achieved by Mechanism 4, since at each realiza-

tion of state achieves the optimal revenue, maxp,x∈K1
Et∼h

[∑
i∈N pi (t||θ)

]
by Myerson’s theorem. The

third term is the optimization problem’s objective, i.e., revenue achievable by any IIC and IR mechanism.

Therefore, mechanism 4 indeed achieves the maximum revenue of this setup.

5.2 Ironing

The nice results above depend on the strong regularity condition, and now we show that it is possible to

relax such condition through the technique, commonly known as the ironing trick [31]. Specifically in the

proposition below, we show that if the value function is separable as in the example in Section 2.3 where

vi(ti||θi) = tici(θi), then ironing on the type suffices to restore the strong regularity from any distribution.

Proposition 5.5. When a bidder’ value function vi(ti||θi) is separable in ti and θi, applying the ironing trick

on ti w.r.t. its distribution H(ti) makes any value distribution Fi(||θ) satisfy the strong regularity condition.
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Proof. For a separable value function, we have φi(ti||θi) = φi(ti) · ci(θi), where φi(ti||θi) is essentially the

virtual value for H(ti), because of the linearity below,

φi(ti||θi) = vi(ti||θi)−
1− Fi(ti||θi)

fi(ti||θi)

= vi(ti||θi)−
dvi(ti||θi)

dti

1−Hi(ti)

hi(ti)

= tici(θi)− ci(θi)
1−Hi(ti)

hi(ti)

= φi(ti) · ci(θi)

So ti is regular would imply the strong regularity condition, as the monotonicity is preserved. And when ti
is not regular, ironing on ti makes φi(ti) regular and thus φi(ti||θi) = φi(ti) · ci(θi) regular.

However, for the case when the value function is not separable, we note that ironing is an non-trivial

problem: This is because even if t is regular, it is not always true that a state that always leads to higher value

would always lead to higher virtual value, i.e., if vi(ti||θi) > vi(ti||θ
′
i),∀ti, then φi(ti||θi) > φi(ti||θ

′
i),∀ti.

Consider the following example, pick any bidder i and we drop the subscript i for notational conve-

nience, let the type distribution follow h(t) = 2
t3
,H(t) = 1 − 1

t2
for t ∈ [1,∞), and the value function

at different state θ, θ′ be v(t|θ) = t, v(t|θ′) = t2 respectively. So t is indeed regular, as t − 1−H(t)
h(t) = t

2

is monotone strictly increasing function. Meanwhile, the virtual value function is φ(t|θ) = t − 1−H(t)
h(t) =

t
2 , φ(t|θ

′) = t2 − 2t1−H(t)
h(t) = 0. We can see that while v(t|θ) ≤ v(t|θ′),∀t, φ(t|θ) > φ(t|θ′),∀t, a coun-

terexample to the statement above. So it remains an open question to properly define the ironing trick for

the general setting with the information variable θ playing a role.

6 Information Regulation — Restraint for More

Till this end, we want to emphasize that all proof above requires the condition that all other bidders are

truthful. So unlike the Vickrey auction or Myerson’s optimal auction in classic setting, truthfulness here

does not necessarily form a dominant strategy equilibrium. The following is an example that truthfulness

cannot be a dominant strategy. This illustrates a “weakness” of mechanism design in our setting as compared

to classic misreporting bidder behavior setup because we know that there truthfulness does form a dominant-

strategy equilibrium in private value setting. The fundamental reason that does not hold in our new model

is because in our model, the auctioneer can use the information elicited from one bidder to estimate the

private state of another bidder by leveraging the correlation among bidders’ private states. This however is

not possible in the Mis-Bidders.

Example 6.1 (Truthfulness cannot be a dominant strategy). In an auction with three bidders under SR-bidder.

Their states are θ1, θ2, θ3 ∼ {0.25, 0.75}, which are highly correlated, θ1 = θ2 = 1− θ3 and their type are

fixed as t1 = 100, t2 = t3 = 1. Their value function follows the ad auction model as vi = ti · θi.
Suppose the bidder 2 and 3 choose to reveal no information. We can see that in this case for the bidder

1, revealing full information is not optimal. If the first bidder reveals no information, the estimated state for

every bidder is 0.5 and it would always win the bid and pay the second highest price 0.5, receiving surplus

50 − 0.5. If the first bidder reveal full information, with 1/2 chances, it reveals θ1 = 0.25, and wins the

bid with surplus 0.25 ∗ 100 − 0.75; with 1/2 chances, it reveals θ1 = 0.75, and wins the bid with surplus

0.75 ∗ 100 − 0.75. So for buyer 1, its expected utility 50− 0.75 under fully revealing scheme is worse than

its utility if it reveals no information. So full information revealing cannot be a dominant strategy.
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Meanwhile, many buyers such as merchants or advertisers in practice could have concerns about the

auctioneer using the revealed information of their products or clients for the estimation of other buyers’

value, out of various privacy or compliance reasons. As the result, we investigate a information regulation

setting that the auctioneer is enforced to only use each bidder’s own information to estimate his valuation.

In the case of CVR based ad auction described in Section 2.3, such behavior is to only use each bidder’s

own historical state and value data in the machine learning process of his CVR function, such that the learnt

valuation is marginalized from other bidders’ states.

Definition 6.2 (Information Regulation). In the Auctioneer Commitment stage, the auctioneer makes the

promise to estimate each bidder i’s value with the action space Ti×Θi. Specifically, the regulated value es-

timation is transformed from the original valuation Ṽ mathematically as Vi(ti||θi) = Eθ−i|θiṼi(ti||θi, θ−i).
The value of each bidder is then estimated as Vi(bi||si) = Eθi∼siVi(bi||θi), according to the reported type

and only his own signal.

Perhaps surprisingly, regulating the use of information for privacy turns out to be a practice that not

only will preserve revenue or welfare but also make the mechanism more robust. One stone three birds!

Specifically, in Theorem 6.3, we show that the two types of meta mechanisms introduced before could

achieve dominant strategy IIC with only an additional step of information regulation.

Theorem 6.3. For any mechanism M of Mis-Bidders, under information regulation we have:

1. If the utility function given by M is convex over ∆Θ, then its Expected Meta Mechanism M is

dominant-strategy IIC if and only if M is dominant-strategy IC;

2. If the allocation function given by M is monotonic w.r.t. the value in the support of ∆Θ, and M
satisfies the indicative state assumption, then its Simulated Meta Mechanism M is dominant-strategy

IIC if and only if M is dominant-strategy IC.

Proof. Recall that in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and 5.2, we show that the Expected or Simulated Meta

Mechanism satisfies the dominant-strategy FD respectively under the given condition. Hence, it suffices to

show that under information regulation, M with dominant-strategy FD is dominant-strategy IIC if and only

if M is dominant-strategy IC.

For the “if” direction: under information regulation, we have, according to the linearity of expectation

xi(b||s) · vi(ti||s)− pi(b||s) = E
θi∼si

[xi(b||s) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(b||s)]

So from the dominant-strategy IC and FD, we can derive, for any θ−i, t−i and for any ti, bi ∈ Ti, or any

θi ∈ Θi, si ∈ ∆Θi,

E
θi∼si

[xi(ti, b−i||s) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(ti, b−i||s)] ≥ E
θi∼si

[xi(b||s) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(b||s)] (7)

E
θi

E
s−i

[xi(b||θi, s−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(b||θi, s−i)] ≥ E
s

E
θ∼s

[xi(b||s) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(b||s)] (8)

We can see that the two conditions imply dominant-strategy IIC as

E
θi

E
s−i

[xi(ti, b−i||θi, s−i) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(ti, b−i||θi, s−i)]

≥E
s

E
θ∼s

[xi(ti, b−i||s) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(ti, b−i||s)]

≥E
s

E
θ∼s

[xi(b||s) · vi(ti||θi)− pi(b||s)]
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where the first inequality is due to Eq. (8) and the second inequality is due to linearity of expectation and

Eq. (7)

For the “only if” direction, we can directly infer from the dominant-strategy IIC definition that when

all bidders are set to be fully revealing their information variable, any bidder would truthfully report their

types in regardless if all other bidders truthfully report their type. This is the dominant-strategy IC condition

by definition.

As we know both the Vickrey and Myerson auction are dominant strategy IC mechanism in the standard

private value setting, their corresponding Meta mechanism are thus dominant-strategy IIC. Hence, we can

claim the following two corollaries.

Corollary 6.4. Under information regulation, Mechanism 2 is dominant-strategy IIC and IR, which achieves

maximum welfare.

Corollary 6.5. Under information regulation, Mechanism 4 under strong regularity and indicative state

assumption is dominant-strategy IIC and IR, which achieves maximum revenue.

Intuitively, this setting closely resembles the IPV setting, as buyers’ estimated valuations, without each

other’s information for inference, are now essentially independent and private. This result shed lights on the

sensible practice that auctioneers should adopt in face of the SR-Bidders.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore the full landscape of the SR-Bidders. Notably, through the len of reduction, two

different types of simple meta mechanism leverages the classic auctions to respectively maximize welfare

and revenue. This suggests some fundamental characteristics of the two objectives when information elic-

itation is involved in the mechanism. In the follow-up work, we intend to study the SR-Bidders in the

more general interdependent value setting.
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